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1	WHAT	IS	A	DAISATEST	SYSTEM
DaisaTest System is a type of EMERGENCY LIGHTING 
INSTALLATION that is able to monitor the status 
of each luminaire in a control computer and 
optimise maintenance.

Reference	norms: EN 50172, IEC 62034: Correct 
maintenance involves the cyclical performance 
of both functional and duration tests on all 
the luminaires that belong to the emergency 
lighting. These tests must be carried out 
within predetermined periods and this 
operation must not compromise the proper 
functioning of the emergency lighting. The 
results of the tests carried out must also be 
logged appropriately.

Installation	size: Emergency lighting 
installations with a high number of 
luminaires (more than 50) require costly 
maintenance and it is difficult to guarantee 
their safety level given that normally 
they are not equipped with a system that 
provides information about the status of the 
luminaires.

 DaisaTest adapts to small (for example 50 
luminaires) as well as big (more than 50,000 
luminaires) installations.

 The emergency luminaires are connected to 
control unit with a bus cable, and the 
control unit is connected to a computer in 
a variety of ways, depending on the type of 
control that has been selected.

Location	of	the	control	computer: DaisaTest 
makes it possible to control the installation 
from any computer that has the Soft-DaisaTest 
software installed and is connected to the 
installation (RS232 or Ethernet), or via the 
Internet (DaisaNet configuration).

TCA	products: The luminaires and the emergency 
power supply equipment that make up a 
DaisaTest installation include the TCA 
indication in their reference to confirm that 
they are equipped with the Autotest and 
Central Test functions (they communicate 
their status to the control computer via 
the bus). These luminaires display the 
results of the tests performed via their 
signalling indicators, and they also send 
this information through the communication 
bus when it has been installed.

2	FUNCTIONS	OF	DAISATEST	SYSTEM

2.1	Monitoring	the	status	of	the	emergency	
lighting
The principal function of the DaisaTest 
System is to report the status of the 
emergency lighting installation. The computer 
screen graphically and directly displays the 
status of each luminaire (if the light or the 
battery fails,..) and the remaining devices 
that make up the DaisaTest system (TEV 
Control Unit, BUS cable, bus switches, power 
units for beacons,...).

Emergency	luminaires: Each luminaire is 
represented by an icon that displays its 
current status using colours, and its 

technical data sheet is accessed by double-
clicking on it. This technical specifications 
contains all of the information about the 
luminaire that may be of interest to the 
user (autonomy register, replacement part 
reference, luminaire characteristics, photo, 
battery charge level,..).

Communication	devices	(bus	switches	and	control	
units): The home screen displays the status 
of each communication device involved in the 
DaisaTest system. The installation plans also 
include these devices (represented by icons) 
and provide information about their status. 

Safety	index: This is a number (from 1 to 100) 
that reflects the degree of safety in terms of 
emergency lighting that exists in the entire 
installation, in a specified plan or in a 
zone. DaisaTest provides a graphic about the 
safety index history for the installation 
and for each plan. This safety index record 
makes it possible to evaluate the correct 
maintenance that has been performed on the 
emergency lighting installation during a 
period of time.

DaisaTest performs the following controls:
 - Maintained	surveillance: At all times, it 
checks that:
 - the luminaires receive a power supply.
 - the communication between the luminaires 
and the control computer is correct.

 - the battery of each luminaire charges and 
it is not short circuited.

 - Functional	test: It performs a functional 
test on all the luminaries every 30 days 
(this frequency can be set from 3 to 30 
days), and verifies that the emergency lamp 
lights up. The test result is recorded in the 
luminaire´s file.

 - Autonomy	test: It performs an autonomy test 
on each luminaire every 3 months (period 
that may be configured from 3 to 12 months) 
or after a battery change associated to an 
autonomy failure.

2.2	Facilitating	installation	maintenance	
management
DaisaTest provides maintenance personnel 
precise indications of when, where, and how 
they must operate:

When: The DaisaTest home screen displays 
information on the plans that require 
maintenance and the incidents that have 
occurred in the installation.

Required	Maintenance	Notifications: DaisaTest 
allows to define the automatic notifications 
that the user wants to receive via email when 
a situation arises that requires maintenance: 
Lost communication, reduced safety index in a 
plan or zone,...

Where: By clicking on the Plans to Maintain, the 
plans that require maintenance are displayed 
in a tree format and direct access is 
provided to each one.
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How: In each plan that requires maintenance, 
upon clicking on the	Maintenance	Proposals	
icon, DaisaTest displays a graphical guide 
for the tasks to be performed, adapted to the 
safety level required in each installation 
zone. These proposals include the list of 
replacement parts and the exact location 
of each luminaire to maintain. DaisaTest 
provides helpful suggestions for maintenance 
and problem resolution. The objective of the 
Maintenance Proposals provided by DaisaTest 
is to optimise the maintenance costs for 
the emergency lighting installation and to 
provide records of the maintenance tasks 
carried out.

Maintenance	records:

DaisaTest provides the following reports:
 - Emergency	installation	status	reports:	
Required as maintenance records for the 
installation (EN 50172 and IEC 62034).

 - Maintenance	proposals: These proposals are 
equivalent to work orders, and once they have 
been completed, they may be filed in the 
Maintenance Folder creating a record of the 
maintenance performed.

 - It has a user-configurable Incidents	
Registry in which the successive relevant 
circumstances for the installation´s 
maintenance detected by the DaisaTest system 
are displayed.

2.3	Additional	features
Aside from the monitoring and maintenance 
assistance functions, DaisaTest offers the 
following features (some functions are 
restricted in the Web-DaisaNet configuration). 

Declaration	of	zones: From the control 
centre, as many zones as may be desired 
can be defined, in order to facilitate 
rapid identification of a specific zone, and 
control the security safety rating more 
locally. Specific Notification	Levels	can be 
declared for each zone. The DaisaTest system 
guarantees that at any given moment only one 
device will perform the duration test in the 
same area, leaving the rest of the luminaires 
available in case of a possible mains power 
cut.

Browser: DaisaTest has a graphic browser to 
access the plan that you wish to inspect. The 
user can insert the desired jumps between 
plans. The installation plans can be viewed 
in a tree format, which facilitates the 
status identification for each plans and 
immediate access.

Searches: Allows directly searching for a plan 
or luminaire. Each of these items has an 
identifier (plan name, serial number) that 
can be searched for and viewed with the 
information available to the user. It is also 
possible to search for diagrams that require 
maintenance or that be unsafe.

Luminaires	on/off	when	mains	on: Allows to 
voluntarily turn the luminaires on and off, 
in a maintained manner, as well as the 
beacons (connected to TCA devices) when mains 
on. Allows to establish schedules for turning 
off unnecessary luminaires when there is no 
public (energy savings).

Voluntary	test: Allows to perform a Functional 
Test or to schedule an Autonomy Test for any 
luminaire at any time.

Modifications	to	the	installation: This manages 
the removal of luminaires or the installation 
of new ones in a building and the expansion 
or modification of building areas.

Stand-by	and	neutralisation: Allows to perform 
the functions of a conventional remote 
control in order to place the emergency 
luminaires in stand-by or to restart them 
in the event of a power failure. Allows to 
establish neutralisation schedules for the 
emergency lighting (UNE 60598-2-22), or areas 
that are not open to the public in which the 
emergency lighting should not operate.

Communication	between	the	TEV	Control	Unit	and	
the	control	computer	without	accessories: 
The TEV Control Unit has RS232 and Ethernet 
outputs, making it possible to connect the 
control computer directly without having to 
purchase accessories.

Quick	start-up: The Soft-DaisaTest facilitates 
start-up with two basic steps (DaisaTest 
includes a video-tutorial with a start-up 
example):
 - Declare the installation plans: DXF, JPG, 
GIF can be imported.

 - Insert the light points: By dragging the 
mouse, the light points are inserted in 
the declared plans and the serial number 
for each product installed is entered so 
that from then on, DaisaTest reflects their 
status in the product icon. 

Integration	with	other	control	systems: The 
Soft-DaisaTest maintains an updated Data 
Export File in “text” format that contains 
the most relevant installation data. This file 
can be consulted by any systems integration 
software.
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3	ELEMENTS	OF	DAISATEST	SYSTEM	AND	ITS	WIRING

TEV-1000,	TEV-500,	TEV-200	/	DAISATEST	Wiring	diagrams
MA
IN
 B
US
 L
IN
E

ELECTRICAL BOARD

MA
IN
 B
US

BU
S 
DI
SS
EC
TE
D

SBT-200

Emergency luminaires
(TCA Series)

Emergency luminaires
(TCA Series)

Emergency luminaires
(TCA Series)

TO OTHER
CONTROL UNITS

RS232

SECONDARY BUS LINE (TO A MAXIMUN OF 50 LUMINAIRES)

SECONDARY BUS LINE (TO A MAXIMUN OF 50 LUMINAIRES)

SECONDARY BUS LINE (TO A MAXIMUN OF 50 LUMINAIRES)

SECONDARY BUS LINE (TO A MAXIMUN OF 50 LUMINAIRES)

TEV Control Unit

Control Computer
Ethernet

For another electrical board
(max. 1 Km.)

(max. 1 Km.)

TEV-1000

Central DaisaTest

BUS

POWER

BUS
BUS 230V

IP20

TESTBUS

Note:	The wiring diagram associated to the TEV-200 Control Unit does not require bus switches; the main BUS 
line can be directly connected to the emergency luminaires.
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3.1	TCA	Series	emergency	luminaires
In a DaisaTest installation, TCA series emergency luminaires must be installed. Their characteristics 
are similar to those of normal emergency lighting equipment and comply with the corresponding standards. 
Additionally, they detect and communicate the following failures and situations via their signalling lights.

Autotest: If a TCA luminaire is not connected to a TEV Control Unit or there is a communication failure 
between the two, it will operate in AUTOTEST mode and it will continue to perform all its functions correctly, 
including the periodic tests and the failure signalling that was previously configured at the factory.
Maintained	luminaires	on: If the emergency luminaire is of the maintained type, it can be turned on or off 
manually by supplying or removing voltage in its “Red-Lum” borne or from the control computer, programmed 
via schedule switches specified in Soft-DaisaTest.

3.2	BUS	and	Bus	Switches
The	BUS	cable (ref: BUS-TAM) is made up of two 

polarised conductors, one red and the other 
white, with a blue cover labelled as “BUS-TAM”, 
a 1.5 mm2 cross-section, a maximum resistance 
of 16 ohm/Km, and a maximum capacity of 100pF/m 
(1kHz). Its insulation material is halogen 
free (EN 50267-2-1), in accordance with REBT, 
ITC-BT-28, public establishments. The maximum 
bus cable length permitted between the TEV 
Control Unit and the furthest bus switch is 
1,000 metres. The maximum bus cable length 
permitted between a bus switch and the furthest 
luminaire is 1,000 metres. The bus cable can 
follow the same channelling as the luminaire´s 
power supply, as long as both conductors have 
the same level of required insulation (REBT, 
ITC-BT-51, section 5.2).

BUS	function: The BUS provides communication 
between the luminaires and the TEV Control 
Unit. There is a bus line (Main Bus) from the 
TEV Control Unit that accesses the various 
electrical panels and is connected to the 
SBT-200 bus switches.

The	bus	switch	(ref:	SBT-200	or	SBT-200I): This 
device protects and refreshes the bus signal. 
They are installed in the electrical panel that 
house the automatic switches which protect the 
emergency lighting´s power supply circuits. A 
bus switch receives the main bus and has four 
outputs that are independent of the secondary 
bus that will provide the communication signal 
to the luminaries in its environment.
Main characteristics:
 - Each bus switch can provide a signal to a 
maximum of 200 luminaires.

 - Up to 50 bus switches can be connected to 
the main bus from a TEV Control Unit until 
reaching the maximum number of luminaires 
permitted by the module.

 - Mains off: If it is necessary to maintain 
communication when mains off (stand-by and 
restart when mains off), the uninterrupted 
bus switch (SBT-200I) must be installed.

 - Installation in symmetrical DIN 42677/3 rail.
BUS	switch	functions:
 - Electrically	isolates	the	main	bus	line	from	
the	secondary	bus	lines, which are connected 
to the emergency luminaires.

 - Isolates	short-circuits	in	the	bus: The bus 
switch avoids having a short circuit or an 
incorrect connection in the bus affect the 
rest of the installation.

 - Locating	short	circuits	or	leaks: The 
bus switch always checks if there is a 
short circuit or leak in any secondary BUS 
line, indicating it through the lights and 
communicating it to the control computer.

 - TEST-BUS: By pressing Test-Bus, a signal 
is sent to the luminaires connected to its 
outputs, causing the signalling lights for 
these luminaires to blink. This is how to 
confirm that the luminaires are correctly 
connected to the BUS line.

SBT-200
Width 70 mm.

SBT-200I
Width 140 mm.

Led OK (green) Led Failure (amber) Meaning
Everything OK, on alert

Bus has inverted polarity or Isolator in TEST-BUS mode

 (slow) Duration test in process

 (quick) Functional test in progress

 1 pulse Battery with low capacity (duration failure)

 2 pulse Broken emergency light

 3 pulse Open battery charge circuit

 4 pulse Electronic failure, requires repair

Battery short-circuited or with low voltage

Without mains supply

On Off Flashing 
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3.3	TEV	Control	Unit	(TEV-1000,	TEV-500,	
TEV-200)

3.3.1	Basic	operation	of	the	TEV	Control	Unit.
The basic functions of the control unit are:
Communication	between	luminaires	and	the	control	
computer: The TEV Control Unit adapts the 
messages:

 - From the luminaires through the Bus and 
sends them to the control computer, with 
which it communicates via RS232 connection 
or through a local Ethernet network 
(available with two outputs).

 - From the control computer and sends them to 
the Bus so they reach the luminaires. 

Test	control: The TEV Control Unit controls the 
launch day and time for the functional and 
autonomy tests of the luminaires connected 
to it, even if the control computer is not 
connected at the time of the test.

Push-buttons:
 - Test-BUS: Activates or deactivates the 
Test-BUS mode in order to check the wiring 
from the bus to the connected devices.

 - On: Sends an order to turn on the 
luminaires that are in stand-by mode.

 - Off: Sends a stand-by order to the 
luminaires that are in emergency mode.

AUX	Entrance: Allows to turn on the luminaires 
connected to the control unit if a 12 to 24V 
AC/DC signal is sent to the Aux input (for 
example, providing a 24V AC/DC voltage from a 
central fire alarm).

Detects	failures	in	the	wiring	of	the	main	BUS. 
These failures can be:
 - Short circuit: undesired contact between 
the two BUS poles.

 - Leaks: undesired contact of a pole with the 
normal power supply or ground.

Operation	when	mains	off:	It is equipped with a 
battery connection (ref: MBAT 12-11: 12V 1.1Ah), 
that allows it to operate when mains off in 
order to send stand-by and restart orders in 
the event of a global power supply failure. The 
uninterrupted bus switches (SBT-200I) must be 
used for operation when mains off.

	3.3.2	Technical	Specifications

- Supply voltage.............. 230v 50Hz
- Consumption................. < 7 W (30 mA)
- Maximum bus length between 
 control unit and bus 
 switches.................... 1000 metres
- Maximum number of bus switches
 connected to the 
 control unit................ 50
- Dielectric strength between the
 power supply and the remaining
 connectors.................. >1000V
- Uninterrupted operation
 (autonomy 1 h.)............. Requires
  accessory ref:
  MBAT 12-11
- Maximum number of luminaires or
 devices that it 
 communicates with:.......... 1000 (TEV-1000)
   500  (TEV-500)
   200  (TEV-200)
- IP42 IK02 (The control unit 
 must be installed inside of 
 electrical panel).
- Installation................ Symmetrical
  rail:
  DIN 42677/3

TEV-1000, 
TEV-500, 
TEV-200

MBAT 12-11

140

83

54

45

44
50

70 54

83
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4	CONTROL	VIA	SOFTWARE	OR	VIA	INTERNET

4.1	Introduction
The DaisaTest system currently accepts two configurations:

 - Control	via	SOFTWARE: The control computer communicates directly with the TEV Control Units via RS232 
cable or the local Ethernet network. It is necessary to have a control computer with the SOFT-DAISATEST 
software installed. Aside from the basic functions, this alternative facilitates the schedule control 
for turning on the maintained luminaires and lighting systems. It is possible to view and manage the 
emergency lighting system’s maintenance from any network computer that has SOFT-DAISATEST installed.

Username
Soft-DaisaTest

Control	Via
Software

TEV	Control	Unit

RS232	/	Ethernet

Emergency	luminaires	(TCA	Series)

Emergency	luminaires	(TCA	Series)
Bus

switch
SBT-200

Bus
switch
SBT-200
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 - Control	via	Internet	(DaisaNet	configuration):	The TEV Control Units communicate with an Internet 
server, and this server sends the web pages that display the installation´s status to the user. The 
control units can communicate with the Internet server either through a local network or by installing 
a KIT-GSM/GPRS-TEV accessory, via GPRS (wireless). The user does not require specific software or a 
computer to perform the installation´s maintenance management. The installation control can be carried 
out from any computer with Internet access without the need for specific software. This configuration 
facilitates outsourcing the emergency lighting´s maintenance to an external company.

Username
Web Browser DaisaNet

Ethernet
GSM/GPRS

TEV	Control	Unit

Emergency	luminaires	(TCA	Series)

Emergency	luminaires	(TCA	Series)
Bus

switch
SBT-200

Bus
switch
SBT-200

Internet
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4.2	Control	via	SOFTWARE	(Soft-DaisaTest)

4.2.1	General	description	of	the	SOFT-
DAISATEST	software

SOFT-DAISATEST	is the computer application that 
allows to graphically view and control the 
emergency lighting installation. It provides all 
the functions stated below.

4.2.2	Installation	status.

SOFT-DAISATEST displays the following home 
screen:

This screen allows to view and configure the 
following data:

-	Communication	status.
-	Status	summary	of the emergency luminaires.
-	Safety	index of the installation.
-	Incident	register of the installation.
-	Diagrams	with	maintenance	notifications.
-	Installation	status	report.
-	Schedule	switches	(for maintained luminaires).
-	Luminaire	neutralisation.
-	Notification	levels	for	maintenance	and	unsafe	
conditions.

-	Email	notifications for relevant installation 
events.

4.2.2.1	Communication	tree.

This is the screen that allows to recognise the 
installation´s bus wiring structure from the 
control units to the bus switches, and from the 
bus switches to the emergency luminaires.

4.2.3	Installation	plans

Allows to observe the status of each luminaire, 
bus switch, or control units present in the 
plan. The plan’s current safety index, the 
maintenance notification level, the safety index 
log, etc., can also be viewed.

In order to facilitate maintenance, print 
the plans and request a	Maintenance	Proposal	
in order to reach and maintain the minimum 
safety index determined by the user.
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4.2.3.2	Maintenance	Proposal

This can be printed and viewed, and its 
function is:
 - To	propose	the	maintenance	tasks that are 
necessary for reaching a certain safety 
level and to offer technical assistance 
associated to the maintenance tasks: 
locating the luminaires to maintain, type 
of maintenance to be performed, replacement 
part to use, etc.
 - To	provide	the	list	of	replacement	parts, 
with the purchase code for each replacement 
part (battery, light, luminaire) that 
is necessary for performing the plan’s 
maintenance.
 - Allows	to	optimise	the	“installation	safety”	
/	“maintenance	cost”	relation. Makes it 
possible to limit battery replacements only 
to those luminaires whose autonomy is below 
the user accepted values.

4.3	Control	via	WEB-DAISANET
	 (Internet	browser)

Allows the user to remotely view and control 
the installation´s status from anywhere, 
without requiring specific software.
The installation data is collected by the 
control units and sent to a web server. In 
order to view and control the installation, 
the user must access the server via any 
browser with Internet access.
This configuration facilitates and provides 
flexibility for outsourcing maintenance to 
an external company, as well as the remote 
supervision of the emergency lighting 
installation.

4.3.1	General	description	of	the	
configuration	via	WEB-DAISANET.
WEB	servers: Daisalux has servers that manage 

communications with the Central TEVs and that 
handle the user webpages in order to manage 
the installation´s maintenance.

Controlling	a	group	of	installations: The user 
can oversee several installations, and their 
summarised status can be viewed in the home 
screen. Daisalux establishes a permissions 
control for different access levels according 
to the installation, allowing several users 
to access the same installation.

4.3.2	Installation	status

Once a username and password have been 
entered, the system allows to view the 
installation´s general information and a 
status summary.

Email notifications: DaisaNet allows to set-
up email notifications for incidents related 
to the installation´s maintenance.

4.3.3	Installation	plans

The Plan Information tab allows to access the 
list of plans, the summarised status of the 
plans and of each luminaire.

It allows to:
 - Recognise the complete status of the 
luminaire, replacement parts, and technical 
characteristics.

 - Access the autonomy log.
 - Launch and schedule the functional and 
autonomy tests.

4.3.3.1	Maintenance	Proposal:

Similar to the Soft-DaisaTest, Daisanet 
generates maintenance proposals that:
 - Propose maintenance tasks.
 - Provide the list of replacement parts.
 - Make it possible to optimise maintenance 
costs.

4.2.3.1	Luminaire	data	sheet.

This is accessed by double-clicking on its 
icon in the plan.
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User
Web Browser
DaisaNet

Ethernet
GSM/GPRS

TEV	Control	Unit

Emergency	luminaires	(TCA	Series)

Bus
switch
SBT-200

Internet
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